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ACO Building Drainage explains functions of engineered solutions 
 
ACO Building Drainage specialises in the development of corrosion-resistant drainage 
systems and products which are tailored to suit the specific needs of projects being 
undertaken in a variety of commercial and industrial applications. In this article, Design 
Manager, Roger Ellingworth, answers questions about the different engineered solutions 
the company provides for clients and the benefits of them. 
 
Why do clients need engineered solutions? 

Although The ACO Building Drainage product portfolio is comprehensive, there will always be projects 
that have special or unusual requirements that can’t be met by a standard product or system. Our in-
house technical design team can create a tailored solution which meets specific project requirements 

regardless of whether the challenges are technical or design-led. We also provide complete and 
comprehensive technical data, including hydraulic calculations, for every engineered solution. This 
level of technical capability means there’s no limit to the design requirements we can meet. 

 
How do you create your designs? 

The key factor is to consider the drainage design at the start of a building project. If drainage is 
considered upfront, we can work with architects and contractors to develop innovative solutions to 
any challenges that need to be addressed. ACO Building Drainage production capabilities are also a 

key factor. We already produce a vast range of channel designs as standard which can be easily 
modified and adapted, we manufacture both stainless steel and galvanised drainage systems, and we 
have world class manufacturing facilities in the UK and across the world. 

 
What type of engineered solutions have you developed? 

We have developed solutions for a wide range of internal and external applications. These include 
drainage for the 2012 London Olympics Aquatics Centre which could cope with the chlorinated 
atmosphere in the pool and changing areas, systems which can cope with exceptionally high footfall 

or traffic loads, large radial channels which form landscaping features in their own right – as well as 
performing a function, drainage which can handle the high volumes of liquid like those we designed 
for BrewDog and even drainage which incorporates client branding. Our role is to create drainage 

systems that enable both the aesthetic and functional elements of a building design to work. 
 
If you would like to talk to Roger and his team about your latest project, please call 01462 810400 or 

email them at abdtechnical@aco.co.uk 
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